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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
PR Interval and Heart Size in the 
Humpback Whale 
Meijkr et al. (I). in their technically remarkable studg, have 
advanced our understanding of cardiac electrophyeiology by extend- 
ing the range of species for which electrocardiographic data are 
available to include the humpback whale, one of the world’s largest 
animals. However, when they examined the relation between the Pit 
interval and hean size (estimated 8s the cube mot of the heart 
weight) over a range of species whose heart weight varied 1W,ooO- 
fold. they were struck by the absence of a linear correlation; the 
“apparent mismatch between AV transmission times and heart size 
in many species.” They conclude that “alternative electrophysio- 
logic and other mechanisms” must be sought to explain their 
findings. We have reexamined their data and find that a satisfactory 
explanation of the relation between the PR interval and heat size 
may exist. 
Over the past several years we have maintained an interest in the 
application of the principles of allcmetry (2) to physiologic param- 
eters to aid in describing how such parameters change in relation to 
body size. Allametric analysis defines a relation according to the 
txm Y = &, in which Y, the physiologic variable of interest, is 
shown to vary with changes in body mass (MI. according to the 
exponent b. In an &metric analyris. the exponent b is usualty 
calculated by determining the slope of a linear regression of the data, 
aller performing a log transformation that produces the equation: 
Such characterization. or allometric scaling of physiologic data. 
as a eonceot is not new: MI years ago Kkiber (3) demonstrated that 
basal metabolism increase; in B regular. nonlinear fashion with 
increasing body mass. Since then, several authors have shown that 
many physiologic time events appear to change in a predictable way 
with changes in body mass (reviewed in Ref 4 and 5). Physiologic 
F&e 1. Allomelric analysis relating the log of the PR interval to 
the log of the heart weight across a large range of animal sizes. The 
linear relation noled on these log transformed data indicate that the 
PR interval varies with changes in heart weight to the 0.25 power. 
The value for the heart weight of the elephant has been corrected to 
the value given by King et al. (II) rather than the incorrect value 
given in (I). 
events whose units are expressed as rime/event are found to scale 
arnroximatet~ with b&v mass to the 0.25 rower: exam&s include 
l&evily (6);maximal iast twitch musclecsc?xti~r _; e (7) and 
half-lives of certain renally excreted antibiotica (8). Parameters 
who% units are expressed as eventltime (the inverse of time-event) 
are shown to scale with bodv mass IO the -0.25 wwer fe.~.. hear! 
rates at rest 191 and during~maximal exerci% [iOIl. We iherefore 
reanalyzed the data presented in Figure 4 of Meiikr et al. (I), using 
all&try todetermihe whetherareasonablc r&ion could be found 
between the PR interval and heart weight. Figure I shows that. in 
fact, the PR interval does increarc in a regutar way with increasing 
heart weight. but the relation is not linear: instead. the PFt interval 
increases~w~th heart weight to the 0.25. power,.As the unit of 
mca~urcment of the PR interval is time/event. calculation of an 
exponsnt of 0.25 is what would be cxpccted baxd on the other 
allometric analyses noted above. 
We believe that the observation thti the PR interval varies in a 
We are grateful for the cmnmer& by Karas and Karas because they 
allow us to explain why we did not use an allometric equation for 
presenting our data. Thmugh Schmidt-Nielsen’s exciting work and 
his instruc,ivebooks(l-3)andalsothrough Calder’s monograph 14). 
we were aware oflbe principles of allomctry. The use of logarithmic 
scales is for convenience but dws “a necessarily contnbute to our 
understandins of the physiologic mechanism responsrble for an 
observed relation. 
HeaI and body weigh, in the mammalian species may indeed 
vary KO,Whfold. so the use of a lo&hmic scale is unavoidable 
6,. However, the ,ogaritbm oftbe PR interval. which increases only 
IO-fold fro?, mouse lo whale, is hardly necessary and a, least 
optically obscures its chane when hetis vary in size. Morrow, in 
the figure produced by K&s and Karas. the dots hardly fit a straight 
line. Eve” if a,rioventicular lmnimissio” time versus hean weigh, 
would be best for better) described bv allome:ric analwes and 
should behave as expected front other bi&gic time/event &io”s. 
it does no, yet olier a satisfactory mechanistic explanation of the 
mismatch between ,he PR interval and hear, size. Indeed, we are 
bad,” i” need of such a” exolanatio”. but i, should be on the basis of 
electmphysiologie or biochemiwl observations. or both. Fmmlly, 
the dau point for the elephant in Figure 4 of our study on Le whale 
is correct and is the third mot of Tusko’s heart wigh, of 21.9 kg of 
Table III in the study by King et al. @I. 
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Corrections 
Biwr JT Jr, Plei~~ IL, Rolnitzky LM, 
q”ewy domain n~easutpo of heart ptrioa 
risk late afler myocu’dbxl io(srctiaa. J Am C 
1993:21:729-x. 
I” Table 2. under “MPIP cut Poi”,s,” the values for very 
low freauency pwer were incorrect. Tlw correc,ed data are 
ar f&xv,. 
The authors regret the error. 
l 
Utsunomiya T, Cgaws T, lk&i R, et a#. Da@er cdar lloa 
~proximfd iso”elocity Surface area” meutwJ la tstimaq 
vo,ume Row 11111: .acts of or&x shape and msshe factors. 
J Am Co,, Csrdid 1991:l’l:llMll. 
On page I I IO, paragraph 2. line 9. the phrase “range of IO to 
15 frames/s” should rzad “range of 10 to 15 cm/s.” 
